Minutes cum Points raised by the States during the RKVY RDMIS
Training sessions held on 07.09.2016 to 09.09.2016 at Krishi Bhawan,
New Delhi
Sl.
Issues Raised by States
Action Taken by DAC&FW/NIC
No.
1
Size of DPR upload should be Upload size increased upto 50 MB
increased
now.

2
3

JS (RKVY) clarified that a top sheet
with guidelines for DPR preparations
will be provided to states to keep
desirable DPR size.
States requested for Regional work JS (RKVY) assured for the same on
shop for RDMIS training in the States specific requests from States.
Beneficiaries column should not be Now
it
is
made
optional.
compulsory
Beneficiary’s page has been changed
and a new page has been developed
by NIC/DAC&FW which will appear
on the login of the States.
JS (RKVY), however clarified
/emphasized that now time has come
where entering of beneficiary details
is a must. So States should hire DEOs
for, inter-alia, entering beneficiary
details.

4

5

In beneficiary details a new optionTransgender is also to be added along
with Male and Female.
If a research project then overall DAC&FW noted.
physical Targets option should not
highlight
Category of the Project should have
more options rather than (i)
Infrastructure
and
assets
(ii)
Production Growth (iii) Flexi Funds

DAC&FW now changed the options
(i) Infrastructure and assets (ii)
Infrastructure, assets, Production and
Growth (iii) Production and Growth
(iv) Special Scheme
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7

8

9

10

11

Add component issue raised by the
state i.e. if there is no component in
the project
States wants to the change the
language of the field of :- Description
of overall physical Target
Projects ID of Ongoing Projects to be
generated as a new.
If SLSC changed the cost of projects
or component of a running projects
meant for more than 1 year no
RDMIS entry is possible for the
project ID
Provision for modifying entry for a
projects ID when target is changed by
the SLSC
Need of revalidation of money for an
old project.

DAC&FW: State should have taken at
least one component; they can take
even one component as a project.
DAC&FW has changed : Description
of overall Target
DAC&FW: It is not right way for an
ongoing project, which should be with
old ID.
DAC&FW : If the cost of projects or
component changed by the SLSC then
it is new project and RDMIS entry
would be through a new project ID
DAC&FW: Request should be sent
through GOV Email to NIC or in
written to DAC&FW
DAC&FW clarified that if balance
money is to be used for old projects
there is no need of revalidation in the
system.
DAC&FW change the field with one
more option SAP/DAPs/SAIDP/
Others. And with the other option a
new box will appear for textual entry
for the state.
DAC&FW clarified that for projects
started in old version entry should be
continued in the old version
irrespective of the New version. No
need of creating a new project ID in
new version. Only for the projects
started in 2015-16 onwards should be
entered in New version
DAC&FW noted. Direct unlinking
facility will be provided within 15
days
DAC&FW noted.

12

Whether the project is included in
SAP/DAPs

13

Project started before the New Beta
Version now New Entry not possible
in the version

14

Success Story upload Permission on
the State Level

15

DAP/SAP upload Permission on the
State Level
Expenditure field in each qurter DAC&FW noted It will solved within
starting from the 2nd quarter asks for 20-30 days
cumulative total in Rs. in lakh,. But
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the final total is the cumulative total
expressed in Rs. in crore. Hence there
is duplication
Funds Released to State/Nodal DAC&FW- Noticed and will be
Department. But line Departments is sorted out in time.
not getting money, because of
RDMIS function not working
properly.
SLPSC rejected a project.
The same will be reflected with the
implementing Department with same
project ID to modify the project. Till
SLPSC not approved, that project will
not show in the list of proposed
projects list for approval of SLSC.
Adding a progress report every year Addition of the progress can be done
however projects was initially for less till the completion irrespective of the
time
duration of project fixed initially. Till
all components of the project not
completed, the project cannot be
completed.
The initial project cost was increased DAC&FW/NIC will provide an
later on and so expenditure increases option for modifying projects cost
but CAG pointed out how later on subject to approval of SLSC /
expenditure is more than the project’s SLPSC/ Chief Secretary.
cost.
Physical and Financial progress of the Problem shorted out through NIC
project field completed in RDMIS
however, liability is there/financially
there is lack of money.
How to enter the expenditure quarter- DAC&FW: - In the 1st quarter
wise
expenditure of only first quarter
should be entered, in 2nd quarter
cumulative amount (1st + 2nd) should
be entered and so on. If expenditure
for 2nd quarter is 0 then mention
expenditure of 1st quarter.
If SLSC later on abandoned approved DAC&FW: Noticed. NIC will
projects / due to certain reasons state provide an option for that.
can never start
SLSC decide to abandon a running DAC&FW Noted: State may request
project / some expenditure incurred
to DAC&FW/NIC to hide those
projects and state should send the UC
of the expenditure.
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CAG
calling
for
completion DAC&FW: JS (RKVY) suggested
certificate for every project , that for a window in RDMIS for block
entry not possible by the States
level officers for data entry of
projects/no. of beneficiaries. 1% of
RKVY fund may be utilized for hiring
personnel
for
data
entry
/
administrative purposes
If the projects coordinator changed in DAC&FW: Noted, options will be
due time how to update details new provided.
coordinator
Window for Projects not routed DAC&FW: will provide that window
through SLPSC
where some Projects can be taken
directly by the SLSC. SSO clarified
that as per RKVY Guidelines SLSC
can take up projects directly without
being routed through SLPSC.

